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1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

This report advises Members of responses to the recent public consultation
exercise (in summary form) held this year on the Core Strategy and Policies (2011
– 2031) Submission Draft document. It provides an overall assessment of those
responses and recommends actions to progress the Core Strategy towards
adoption. This includes prompt submission for external examination (together with
approved main and minor modifications and associated, supporting, submission
documents). An updated Plan preparation programme and timetable is also
attached and proposed for agreement as a formal, revised ‘Local Development
Scheme’ (Plan production programme).

1.2

If the substantive recommendation for submission is agreed, this raises a number of
associated important considerations. These are headed by consideration of
whether the Council would be willing to agree that an Inspector makes any changes
necessary (as modifications) in order to make the submitted Plan ‘sound’ (fit for
purpose). Allowing for this provision is considered very beneficial and necessary.
A further key consideration is that of granting the necessary officer delegation to
permit the examination process to proceed promptly and smoothly. This would
allow for officers to propose or agree potential changes in response to matters
raised or suggested by the Inspector (during the examination hearing).

1.3

The final area to consider is that of introducing the emerging Plan as interim local
planning policy and the timing of this.

2.

Recommendations to Council

2.1

That the Submission Draft Core Strategy (2011–2031) document (together with the
main and minor modifications already agreed) be submitted for external
examination (paper versions supplied previously); together with Statement of
Consultation (Appendix A) and all other associated, supportive submission
documents (including sustainability appraisal, evidence base, etc. – available on
the website due to their volume). This is considered to be a ‘sound’ (fit for
purpose) Plan.

2.2

That (by way of clarification, and to avoid any possible ambiguity) it be confirmed
that the town and village boundaries (built up area boundaries) from the 2006 Local
Plan are to be retained (unaltered) for the purposes of new development policies in
the Core Strategy. Further, it be noted that new Policy CS6 intentionally provides
greater flexibility for appropriate development beyond these for identified (Core and
Hinterland) Villages (subject to criteria) but this does not negate the overall role,
purpose definition or clarity provided by those boundaries.
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This will require some new supporting explanatory wording, to be discussed with
the Planning Inspectorate.
2.3

That the supporting, revised timetable for progressing the Core Strategy towards
adoption (in the form of the attached ‘Local Development Scheme’ (LDS) at
Appendix B) be approved.

2.4

That, notwithstanding recommendation 2.1 above, it be recognised that it is
possible that a Planning Inspector may potentially take a different view on
soundness, and consequently, it be agreed that the Council would wish an
Inspector to make any changes necessary to the Core Strategy in order to render
the submitted Plan sound.

2.5

That authority be delegated to the Corporate Manager – Spatial Planning Policy, to
discuss, propose or agree in principle (in response to the Inspector) such changes
as prove necessary on behalf of the Council during the progress of the examination
hearing.
The Committee is asked to make recommendations to Full Council on the above
matters.

3.

Financial Implications

3.1

The report and proposed actions raise no new implications beyond those
considered within Paper M39 on this matter at Strategy Committee and Council (14
and 19 June 2012 respectively) (see http://bdcdocuments.onesuffolk.net/assets/
Uploads/Committees/Committee-Reports/Reports-2012-13/M039.pdf). The timing
of the external examination looks likely to now fall only in the current financial year.
However, it looks possible and helpful for payments covering the Planning Inspector
costs to span across 2 financial years.

3.2

In addition, expert legal representation, or other appropriate advice / advocacy may
be required for the examination and therefore consequential costs will be incurred.
Additional staff costs will be incurred through use of a dedicated ‘Programme
Officer’ but alternative options on this were assessed carefully, with no other
feasible course of action identifiable.

3.3

On the plus side, the important role of an adopted Core Strategy / wider local
planning framework needs to be recognised in its role for generating Governmental
incentives / rewards for growth delivery. These take the form of New Homes Bonus
and in future, local retention of locally generated business rates. In addition, an
adopted Core Strategy is a pre-requisite for a local Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) system. The levels of funding available from these sources are potentially
substantial and highly beneficial. In the context of an identifiable shift from formula
grant funding to local growth delivery incentives / rewards, over time, it appears that
such new funding streams will become increasingly critical.

4.

Risk Management

4.1

This report is most closely linked with the Council’s Corporate Risk / Significant
Business No.s: 1 – Political and Managerial Leadership; 2 - Efficiencies and
Savings; 4 -Capacity. Key risks are set out below:
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Risk Description

Likelihood

Impact

Mitigation Measures

Failure to agree and put
in place new planning
framework for Babergh /
loss of local control over
major planning and
development decisions
(NPPF)
Financial controls,
safeguards and benefits
lost (see section 3)

Significant

Marginal

Substantial internal and
external consultation and
engagement has already
been built in early on to
promote maximum
consensus

Significant

Critical

Agree revised Plan for
consultation, allow for
progress towards submission
(and adoption) as soon as
possible. Scope for later
revision – if essential

Critical

Corporate and member level
commitment to complete and
deliver existing identified
priorities (inc. BDF)

Insufficient staff resource High
available to deliver / staff
diversion to competing
priorities
5.

Consultations

5.1

A sequential record of consultations on the Core Strategy over its preparation is
provided in the Statement of Consultation (one of the associated Submission
documents). As an update, Members have had the opportunity to inspect full paper
copies of the public consultation responses received between July-August this year
where desirable.
A summary is available via the weblink referred to as
appendix (a), at section 5. The various public engagement exercises were guided
by Babergh’s Statement of Community Involvement (or SCI) (see
http://www.babergh.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-policy/local-development
-framework/statement-of-community-involvement) adopted in 2006. This was not
put in place as a highly prescriptive straitjacket but as an outline guide to Babergh’s
approach and what consultees can broadly expect in consultation practise and
arrangements. Discussions with the Planning Advisory Service and Planning
Inspectorate have taken place and their advice received.

5.2

It must be stressed that overall, very substantial consultation has been undertaken
throughout the Plan preparation process and the involvement / participation of many
different interests secured. Consultations cannot guarantee agreement or universal
consensus and more commentary on this is provided in paragraph 8.6 below.

6.

Equality and Diversity Impact

6.1

As Paper M39 related, the broad-brush, strategic nature of the Core Strategy
means that selective impacts would not be likely to arise for any particular groups
(or individuals) with protected characteristics. The evidence base (that sits behind
the BDF / Core Strategy) and its proposed means of subsequent address,
particularly through later, more detailed, planning documents, will require a more
detailed Equality and Diversity Impact assessment. As an example, the Core
Strategy includes a policy that points to evidence based housing needs across all
sections of the community and the need to meet these generic and specific needs
(with due regard to the evidence). Accordingly, such an approach is equitable by its
nature.
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6.2

In line with good practice, however, as all elements of the Core Strategy have been
developed and refined, their impacts on any of those with protected characteristics
have been assessed to ensure no form of discrimination would arise.

7.

Shared Service / Partnership Implications

7.1

These were addressed in Paper M39. Work is progressing with MSDC staff to
develop a joint Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and this relies on an adopted
(Babergh) Core Strategy. The achievement of an adopted Core Strategy will
directly allow the creation of subsequent, joint / co-ordinated planning documents
across both districts and will therefore promote the joint working between the 2
councils greatly. The recent mini review of Mid Suffolk’s Core Strategy has been
found sound after its external examination (subject to known modifications), so an
up-to-date ‘parent plan‘ for Mid Suffolk is already in place. This increases the
imperative to secure the same planning position for the benefit of Babergh District.

8.

Key Information
Consultations and wider involvement of interests

8.1

Officers have given careful consideration to the consultation responses received.
Other factors had also already been taken into account, including: an update and
re-appraisal of the Council’s housing land supply (including the effects of recent
planning application decisions) and not least, the issue of the final National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in March 2012. Access to the full text of recent
consultation responses is available via the Internet and via an ‘extended summary’
version paper document in the Members’ room. A convenient summary and
overview is also provided in the updated Statement of Consultation, forming one of
the proposed Submission documents. All comments can also be viewed remotely
by the online consultation portal, see: http://dpdata.babergh.gov.uk/dpdata/
AcolNetCGI.exe.

8.2

Given the nature of Core Strategy changes recently agreed (in June 2012) this
meant that 2 general outcomes could be expected. On one hand, a range of
changes across various subject areas were made to address many previous
representations (on the draft submission document). This meant that many such
objections (or comments) are now likely to be met and may potentially be
withdrawn. On the other hand, some 2006 Local Plan, mainly site-specific
allocation, policies were reintroduced and other generic new strategic development
locations were identified and defined site-specifically, with much greater detail and
clarity. These changes could be expected to attract some new comments and
objections, as proved the case. However, advance, additional consultation was
undertaken on these areas, focusing on key interests (particularly the affected
parish / town councils). In this way good opportunities to share information,
thoughts and comments were afforded and it is believed fair to say, a reasonable
level of local consensus achieved and potential objections probably reduced.

8.3

Changes were also made to ensure compliance with central government planning
policy (and strategic planning direction) in the form of the NPPF and similar
announcements / initiatives (such as the Plan for Growth). These could be
expected to meet requirements and reduce opposition in some quarters and draw
opposition in others and this appears to have largely been the case.
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8.4

More specifically, no changes were proposed to over-arching strategic features
around the aspirational economic strategy, jobs / economic growth and the Plan
being jobs-led. Changes in such areas were only made to provide greater detail
and clarity on those areas and to promote deliverability. A change to the residential
development strategy was proposed to define more clearly the relationship between
the Brantham industrial redevelopment / regeneration area and all other rural areas.
This drew both support and objections. Other updates and revisions to the strategy
for new homes and its delivery were appropriate and deemed necessary but also
led to fresh objections.
Substantive Recommendation: Submission for Examination

8.5

The representations have been reviewed, considered carefully and discussed
where appropriate, including with some objectors. The conclusion is that the Plan
as prepared is sound and that new comments made or other information received
do not require courses of action other than now forging ahead with the Core
Strategy’s progress towards adoption and that it should be submitted promptly for
external examination. The clarification cited in recommendation 2.2 is considered
to represent a ‘belt and braces’ type measure, in the interests of clarification and
complete transparency and to ensure that the Plan’s wording, practical application
and interpretation are as clear as possible for all its users. This could be treated as
a formally agreed addendum for submission to the Planning Inspectorate ready for
examination stage and merely resolves any potential inconsistencies between
wording in different sections of the document.

8.6

By way of transparency and upholding the rights of objectors to pursue their stance,
they have the option of contesting these with the Council through an independently
arbitrated, transparent process at the examination. This is based on a rational, open
process that relies on the use of objective evidence. There are also options
available to all parties, which are encouraged, to try and reach agreement or
compromise through negotiations wherever possible. Modern examinations and
hearings are typically far less confrontational and formal than traditional planning
inquiries often were. The use of high-level legal representation (Barristers and
QCs) is often not necessary, generally not encouraged, and the intention is not to
discourage or intimidate any parties from participation, although active involvement
in hearings should be confined to where it will add beneficially to consideration of
the identified issues involved.
Supportive Recommendations: Potential Inspector Changes and Delegation
of Authority (to officers)

8.7

This report cannot pre-empt the progress or outcomes of discussions, negotiations
with objectors or those arising in the examination process, including certainly not
least in nature, those with the appointed Planning Inspector. For such reasons, it is
necessary for the Council’s allowance for an Inspector to make such changes as
he/ she deems necessary in order to render the Plan sound. In a similar vein and to
ensure the smooth and prompt conduct of the examination process, delegation of
authority to the Council’s dedicated officers in conducting such work is also
necessary, particularly without Portfolio holder type governance provisions.
Ultimately, revisions or changes through such means, or by a Planning Inspector,
may be seen instead as part of the long-running process of refinement of a new
Development Plan, the balancing of the many different interests involved and the
input of substantial amounts of evidence, other information and consultations along
the way. Hence recommendations 2.4 and 2.5 above.
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Supportive Recommendation: Programme and Timetable
8.8

If Strategy Committee members agree the recommendations, this report will
proceed to the council meeting on 30 October. After that, final work will be done to
submit the (submission draft) Plan document as promptly as possible for
examination, the intention being no later than 9 November (2012). The ensuing
programme, as envisaged, is provided at Appendix B (new interim ‘LDS’).

8.9

It needs to be recognised, however, that the forthcoming, conclusive stages will be
very demanding.
This applies particularly to an extremely small team.
Opportunities to identify and use extra assistance will be sought. Nonetheless,
considering the considerable additional demands of staff integration, this project will
need to be treated with some priority and the dedicated specialist team responsible
for it will need to be afforded leeway to focus their time and efforts into its
successful conclusion (in the face of many other competing demands). The
remaining level of staff contingent already places the project in jeopardy and any
additional diversions will only serve to increase these risks.
Localism and Neighbourhood Plans

8.10

A related consideration is that of the Localism / Neighbourhood Plans agenda. Two
points here are especially pertinent. The first is that it is necessary to have ‘parent’
Local Plans, especially Core Strategies, in place first, to provide the essential
context and framework for any ensuing Neighbourhood Plans that may be aspired
to or prepared. The Core Strategy has been designed to help expedite such Plans,
in particular through its village clusters approach. The second is that switching the
attention of the Council’s Policy staff, in response to external demands or an
absence of the necessary corporate, strategic decisions, will not help promote local,
community-based planning aspirations, as the prospects of completing the Core
Strategy will be harmed. An endorsement of the Policy service’s key role in
providing strategic planning direction, is therefore, requested. It is suggested that
sequentially, this should take the form of the following main actions:
Creating an over-arching, planning framework for the whole district (the key part
of which is the Core Strategy)
Playing a lead role in helping Members to set the agreed strategic direction on
community planning initiatives (through discussions / seminars, committee
reports with agreed decisions, priorities and actions); and then
The required work on creating more localised planning documents / initiatives
and individual, area-based plans where appropriate, building upon the overall,
strategic framework provided by the core Strategy
Introduction / Implementation of the new Plan

8.11

The final considerations concern the draft plan’s introduction and use for practical
planning purposes and when the Council would wish this to occur. On one hand,
the NPPF makes clear that as plans move closer towards adoption, increasing
weight may be applied to them, subject to important caveats. However, a Council
decision on this regard is deemed preferable. Previously expressed Member
preferences were that this should not take place until the new affordable housing
supporting guidance is in place. Since that new guidance is not yet complete,
introduction of the Core Strategy now as interim planning policy does not form part
of the current recommendations.
However, it appears likely that internal
consultations on this may soon be concluded and as a result the new guidance
6

could be mooted separately to Members soon, together with any recommendations
on introduction of the Core Strategy as interim planning policy at an agreed,
appropriate time.
8.12

Appendices
Title

Location

A.

Statement of Consultation (updated to reflect latest stage
and summarising main issues raised / proposed responses
in summary and changes – see section 6.

Attached

B.

Revised interim Core Strategy programme (and related
information) – new, focussed Local Development Scheme

Attached

9.

Background Documents

9.1

Paper M39 (refers to earlier Paper L55 in turn) – publicly available: Babergh
website

9.2

Statement of Community Involvement – publicly available: Babergh website

9.3

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF - final) March 2012 – publicly available:
DCLG website

Authorship:
Rich Cooke
Corporate Manager – Spatial Planning Policy

H:\DOCS\Committee\REPORTS\Strategy\2012\181012-CoreStrat.docx
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Tel. 01473 825775
Email: ldf@babergh.gov.uk
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The purpose of this Consultation Statement is to set out how Babergh District Council (BDC)
has involved the public during preparation of the Babergh Core Strategy (Part 1 of the new
Babergh Local Pan) in accordance with Regulation 25 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Development) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2008 and Regulation 22 of the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 and with BDC’s own
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) which was adopted in December 2006.
A copy of SCI can be accessed via the http://www.babergh.gov.uk/Babergh/ldf contents page

1.2

1.3

In particular, this document sets out:


Details relating to who was consulted at each stage, and how they were consulted;



A record of the number of representations received and a summary of the main issues
identified at each stage;



A record of how the issues identified were taken into account during preparation of the next
stage of the Core Strategy.

Before considering the above in more detail, it is perhaps helpful to briefly set out the key
stages that the Core Strategy document has gone through to date:

May 2009

Public Consultation: ‘Issues & Options’ document (Reg. 25) (2008)

June 2010

Unpublished draft ‘Preferred Options’ document
Note: The Preferred Options document was withdrawn following the
Government’s announcement that they intended to revoke Regional
Spatial Strategies and, as a consequence, scrap regional housing and job
growth targets)

Oct 2010

Public Consultation: ‘Growth Options’ document (Reg. 25) (2008)

Oct 2011

Public Consultation: Core Strategy (2011-2031) Submission Draft
document (Reg. 27) (2008)

July 2012

Public Consultation: Proposed Main Modifications to the Core
Strategy (2011-2031) Submission Draft document (Reg 22) (2012)

Consultation Statement (Update: September 2012)
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2.

Issues & Options Report: April - May 2009 (Regulation 25) (2008)
Who was consulted?

2.1

Babergh District Council published its Issues & Options Core Strategy document for public
consultation over a six week period commencing Tuesday 14th April 2009 and ending on
Tuesday 26th May 2009. Over 500 organisations and individuals listed on the Babergh Local
Development Framework contact database were notified, including all statutory and other
specific consultation bodies as set out in Regulation 25 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Development) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2008, Planning Policy Statement 12
and in Babergh’s SCI, e.g. the Police Authority, Natural England, English Heritage, the Coal
Authority, adjoining Local Authorities, Parish Councils, etc. (For a full list see Appendix A).

2.2

In addition, other organisations and community groups known to be active within the district
and anyone who had previously contacted the Council requesting that they be kept informed of
progress on the LDF were also notified.
Note: The consultation database is constantly being updated as organisations, companies and
private individuals change their contact details or ask to be added too or removed from the list.

2.3

In total, some 180 statutory consultees, 75 representatives from various national interest
groups, 116 local interest groups and residents and 151 representatives from the development
industry were invited to comment.
Methods of Consultation

2.4

A wide range of methods were employed to ensure that the Issues & Options consultation was
published as widely as possible. The table below describes these actions in more detail:
Engaging Statutory Consultees and others
Statutory Consultees and
Service Providers

Various discussions, meetings and workshops were
held with statutory bodies and other services providers
during preparation of the document. Areas discussed
included infrastructure capacity, the environment,
flooding and requirements for future growth.
At the start of the consultation period a notification
letter (see example at Appendix B) and copy of the
consultation document was sent to all statutory
consultees and service providers. A follow-up letter
was sent to those who had not responded in order to
understand why and to facilitate the best way of
ensuring a response in the future.

District, Town & Parish
Councils

A letter giving early notification of consultation was
forwarded to all Councils in the District. A notification
letter and copy of the consultation document was
subsequently forwarded to all Town & Parish Councils.
A follow up e-mail / letter was sent to all Town & Parish
Councils who did not respond to the consultation in
order to understand why and to facilitate the best way
of ensuring a response in the future.

Consultation Statement (Update: September 2012)
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Local Strategic
Partnerships (LSPs)

BDC Officers attended a number of meetings
convened by the Western Suffolk LSP and East Suffolk
LSP to ensure sufficient links were formed between the
Communities Strategies and the BDF and, in particular,
to discuss community priorities, key issues and options
in the district
Western Suffolk LSP
 18th April 2008: LSP Engagement / Involvement &
the LDF
 20th June 2008: Community Priorities; BDF
 18th July 2008: Community Priorities; BDF
 19th Sept 2008: LDFs & linkages with Community
Strategies
 17th April 2009: Issues & Options Core Strategy
East Babergh LSP
BDC Officers attended the following meetings to
discuss the listed aspects:





11th Jan 2007: LDFs
21st Feb 2008: LDFs
10th April 2008: Community Priorities
29th April 2009: Issues & Options Core Strategy

Cross-boundary Issues

The Council worked with other local authorities in
Suffolk and Essex to ensure the appropriate sharing of
information, the pooling of resources and to identify
and address cross-boundary issues.

Public Exhibitions and
Workshops

Four public exhibitions / workshops were held during
March and April 2009 to help inform the general public
about the CS process. A total of 95 attendees signed
the registers at “drop-in” sessions held at:
Hadleigh - 31st March 09
Sudbury - 2nd April 09

Shotley - 1st April 09
Brantham - 21st April 09

Information boards were used to outline key messages
(such as the purpose of the Core Strategy, and how to
get involved) and to draw attention to the consultation
dates. Officers were on hand to answer questions and
printed copies of the document were made available.
Newsletter

The Summer 2009 issue of ‘Babergh Matters’
(circulated free to all households in the district) carried
an article explaining the importance of the Local
Development Framework and encouraged residents to
send in their views. A copy of this article is reproduced
below:

Consultation Statement (Update: September 2012)
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Web based publicity

A new page was created on the Councils website with
links to the Issues & Options document, the
Questionnaire and Sustainability Appraisal document.
Respondents were encouraged to submit their
comments directly via the Online consultation system.
An article drawing attention to the consultation event
was also published on the OneSuffolk website.

Posters / Leaflets

Posters and leaflets giving early notification of the
consultation event were distributed for display in
libraries and on Town & Parish Council notice boards
throughout the district.

Consultation points

Copies of the CS and supporting documents were
made available at inspection points throughout the
district. These included:
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The Council Offices, Corks Lane, Hadleigh
Hadleigh Library
Sudbury Library & Advice Centre
Great Cornard Library
Long Melford Library
Glemsford Library
Lavenham Library
Capel St Mary Library
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Consultation letters and
documents

As indicated previously over 500 letters / e-mails were
sent out to consultees listed on the BDF database.
The letter provided details on where to view the
documents and how to make a comment.

Hard to Reach Groups

A BDF exhibition was held as part of the Tenants Open
Day on 16th July 2008 at the Council Offices in
Hadleigh.
Other attempts to contact hard to reach groups included
contacting local High Schools; making consultation
material available via the Mobile Library services that
operate within Babergh, and exploring other
opportunities to contact new and emerging community
groups via Council Housing colleagues and via the
County Council’s Social Exclusion team.

Summary of the Main Issues Raised and the Council’s Response
2.5

A total of 381 separate comments were received from 78 individuals and organisations in
response to the Issues & Options consultation. The majority of the responses received related
to the spatial strategy. A number of questions were asked and options provided to help identify
key issues to be addressed, targets to be set and to determine the preferred approach from the
general public and stakeholders.

2.6

A summary of the main issues raised and the Council’s response to these are set out below. A
full list of the responses and their subsequent analysis can be accessed via the Core Strategy
section of the http://www.babergh.gov.uk/babergh/CoreStrategy web page.
Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

General
Evidence base required for the natural and
historic environment

BDC have completed a number of
Conservation Area Appraisals (this process
is on-going) with priorities determined by
development
pressures.
The
natural
environment has been considered as shown
on the Environmental Constraints Map. The
importance of the natural and historic
environment will be emphasised in the next
Core Strategy document. These aspects
will also be considered in more detail at the
Development Management Policies stage
and the Site Specific Allocations stage.

Include a Key Diagram

Agreed, this will be included in the next
consultation document.

Parts of document more appropriate in DC
Policies

Agreed,
subjects
/
sections
more
appropriate to DC Policies will be excluded
from the next Core Strategy document.

Consultation Statement (Update: September 2012)
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Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

Improve consultations

Existing actions to involve the public will be
continued / reviewed as BDC progress with
the preparation of the Core Strategy. It is
important to note that the public consultation
requirements in the regulations and the
Councils SCI have been met.

Core Strategy should be flexible

The next document will include a monitoring
framework and will identify risks. It is also
important to note that DPDs can be
reviewed regularly.

Emphasise certain aspects (AONB, tourism,
leisure, Shotley Peninsula, Haven
Gateway).

Agreed, more emphasis will be placed on
the AONB, tourism and leisure in the next
Core Strategy document.

Spatial portrait
Particular characteristics should be
mentioned namely the Ipswich Fringe; Stour
and Orwell.

These areas are referred to generally but
will be referred to more explicitly in the next
Core Strategy document.

Expand coverage of environmental / historic
characteristics

Agreed, the environmental and historic
characteristics will be expanded in the next
document and the SSSI information will be
checked.

Crime and disorder important local issue

Agreed, this will be reflected in the next
Core Strategy document.

Define key issues more clearly

Agreed, a summary of the key issues will be
provided in the next Core Strategy
document.

Spatial Vision and Objectives
Address gaps in Local Plan aims.

Agreed, gaps in the Local Plan aims will be
addressed in the next Core Strategy
document including the well-being of
residents, the need for greater sustainability
in the district, clearly defining infrastructure,
placing more emphasis on the built form, the
character of settlements and the historic and
natural environment.

Spatial Vision and Objectives should be
more spatially distinct

Agreed, the vision and objectives will be
amended in the next document to include
additional spatial aspects to make it more
spatially and locally distinct.

Consultation Statement (Update: September 2012)
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Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

Spatial Strategy
Preferred options for growth

Comments regarding a preferred spatial
strategy were considered together with the
evidence base and Sustainability Appraisals
and all this information informed the
preparation of the next CS document.

Alternative options for spatial growth

The alternative options suggested for the
spatial strategy were considered together
with the evidence base and Sustainability
Appraisals to inform the next CS document.
It was not considered that any new realistic
options
were
presented,
nor
that
consultation on a combination of options
was necessary. More detail regarding this
will be contained in the next consultation
document as well as a topic paper to
support the preparation of the Spatial
Strategy.

Historic core of Sudbury: exceptional and
unsympathetic development could be
detrimental to the quality of the historic
environment.

These will be considered as part of broad
locations and in more detail at Site Specific
Allocations stage.

Development on the fringes of Sudbury
should be sensitive to the scheduled
monuments and their settings identified on
the northern edge of the town & its environs.

These will be considered as part of broad
locations and in more detail at Site Specific
Allocations stage.

Key historic landscapes should be
considered when determining how growth is
accommodated in Sudbury incl. setting of
the Grade II Park & Garden at Chilton Hall.

These will be considered as part of broad
locations and in more detail at Site Specific
Allocations stage.

An important historic landscape in its own
right, Sudbury Water Meadows provide the
setting for the town to the west and help to
make legible the historic pattern of
settlement. This area should be precluded
from development.

These will be considered as part of broad
locations and in more detail at Site Specific
Allocations stage.

Any expansion on the northern edge of
Sudbury should not significantly affect the
separation between Sudbury and Long
Melford.

These will be considered as part of broad
locations and in more detail at Site Specific
Allocations stage.

Hadleigh town centre is sensitive and
development in the centre of the town would
be extremely difficult to accommodate.

These will be considered as part of broad
locations and in more detail at Site Specific
Allocations stage.
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Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

Development extending from Hadleigh on
higher areas would significantly impact upon
the setting of the historic environment. Land
to the west of the town has remained
particularly rural, and this western aspect
should be protected from any future
expansion. There is little opportunity for
large scale development in Hadleigh.

These will be considered as part of broad
locations and in more detail at Site Specific
Allocations stage.

Core Strategy timeframe up to 2031

Agreed, the timeframe has been amended
to 2031 to accord with the timeframe
considered for the RSS Review.

RSS Review needs to be considered

Noted. Although progress has been made in
terms of the RSS Review, it is too early in
the process to include particular aspects.
BDC is involved in the RSS Review process.
The Core Strategy will include a monitoring
framework to monitor and manage progress
in terms of housing delivery. The Core
Strategy can be reviewed on a regular
basis.

Minimum housing targets and appropriate
provision should be considered

The Issues & Options refer to minimum (“at
least”) figures and the reference to minimum
figures will be referred to in the next Core
Strategy document. The appropriate target
for the district is considered to be the target
in the RSS (East of England Plan) and this
aspect will be addressed in the next Core
Strategy.

Define Key Service Centres

Agreed, KSCs will be defined in the next
Core Strategy.

Impacts of spatial strategy on surrounding
areas

The Council is working with the Highways
Agency regarding the impacts of the spatial
strategy options on roads, incl’ the impacts
on surrounding districts. This study will form
part of the evidence base for the Core
Strategy. In addition the Appropriate
Assessment will look at the impact on
Special Protection Areas of surrounding
districts.

Infrastructure concerns

The Council is working with the HA and
other service providers regarding the
impacts of the spatial strategy options on
infrastructure provision. This research will
form part of the evidence base for the Core
Strategy.
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Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

Impact on historic / natural environment

BDC have completed a number of
Conservation Area Appraisals (this process
is continuing) with priorities determined by
development pressures. The environmental
constraints are shown on the Environmental
Constraints Map. The importance of the
natural and historic environment will be
emphasised in the next CS document and
these aspects will be considered in more
detail at the Site Specific Allocations stage.
The
Appropriate
Assessment
&
Sustainability Appraisals will further inform
the Core Strategy preparation.

Approach to rural housing

Noted. The comments will inform the CS
preparation.

Approach to rural affordable housing in
larger villages

Noted. The comments will inform the CS
preparation.

Appropriate targets and use of brownfield
land

Local information will support targets for
brownfield land. In terms of PPS3 there are
other considerations that should apply in
terms of use of land and not just the use of
brownfield
land.
Where
appropriate
brownfield land will be prioritised over
Greenfield land. As a result of the scale of
growth required for the district there will be a
need to develop some Greenfield sites.

Housing
Core Strategy policy for housing types and
sizes

A Core Strategy Policy for housing types
and sizes was included. More detail could
potentially be included in DC Policies.

Affordable housing targets, percentages,
proportions and thresholds

Comments received, local information, the
evidence base and sustainability appraisals
informed the affordable housing targets,
percentages, proportions and thresholds.

Provision of Gypsies, Travellers and
Travelling Showpeople Accommodation

Comments regarding a policy for the
provision of Gypsies, Travellers & Travelling
Showpeople were considered together with
the evidence base and Sustainability
Appraisals, and all this information informed
the preparation of the next CS document.
Criteria were included as part of the policy.
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Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

Provision of transit sites

Comments regarding the provision of transit
sites were considered, however the RSS is
an important consideration and joint working
across Suffolk authorities informed this
policy.

Employment
ELR and targets for job growth

Agreed, consult on options once ELR is
complete.

Economic growth and housing growth

Agreed, economic growth should match
housing growth. Job provision will reduce
commuting and there is an unsatisfied
demand for employment.

Retention of employment land

Comments regarding
employment land supply
be addressed through a
to ensuring sufficient
employment uses.

Existing employment allocations

Agreed. The broader approach referred to
above includes aspects of the three options
that gained most support.

Use of brownfield land

Noted. The comments will inform the CS
preparation.

Allocation of strategic sites

Agree. The outcomes of the ELR will help
inform policy on this matter.

Rural economic growth in relation to the
renewable energy industry

Agreed. The comments will inform the CS
preparation.

Promotion of tourism

Agreed. The CS will continue to develop
policy on rural tourism.

site reviews /
and flexibility will
broader approach
land supply for

Built and Natural Environment
Development Control Policies to address
Special Landscape Areas / Landscape
Character Assessments.

Agreed, these aspects will be addressed in
DC Policies.

Outcomes of the SFRA to be progressed
through the Core Strategy

Agreed, the SFRA is now completed and the
outcomes will be progressed in the next
Core Strategy document.

Development that impact on flood risk;
climate change predictions for flood risk

These aspects are addressed in PPS25 and
are therefore not addressed in the CS.
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Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

PPS25 address flood risk issues unless
more local evidence exist

Agreed, these aspects are appropriately
addressed in PPS25.

Development that impacts on air quality

Noted. These comments informed the Core
Strategy preparation.

Climate Change
Most important issues in terms of climate
change and sustainability

Noted. These comments informed the Core
Strategy preparation.

Evidence base to support climate change
options

Agreed, this policy has been amended to
reflect these comments.

Design guide regarding sustainability

Noted, the possibility of producing a design
guide will be investigated as part of the
preparation of DC Policies.

Targets and monitoring for climate change.

Noted, this has been considered in the CS.

Options for climate change and residential
development

Agreed, this policy has been amended to
reflect these comments.

Options for climate change and nonresidential development

Agreed, this policy has been amended to
reflect these comments.

Appropriate levels of renewable energy;
proportion by decentralised sources and
thresholds to apply

Agreed, this policy has been amended to
reflect these comments.

Town Centres
Promotion of viability and vitality in town
centres

Agreed, this policy will be amended to
provide a clear retail strategy for the district
including the size of land that needs to be
allocated.

Social and Community Infrastructure
Best way to address crime and disorder

Agreed, other mechanisms should be
investigated to deal with crime and disorder.
DC policies will provide more details in
terms of links between design and crime /
disorder.

Core Strategy to address green
infrastructure

Agreed, the CS will address green
infrastructure. Details will be provided in DC
Policies.
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Key Issues

BDC Response and Recommendation

Approach to address community and social
services / facilities

The Council is working with the Highways
Agency and other service providers
regarding the impacts of the spatial strategy
options on infrastructure provision. This
research will form part of the evidence base
for the Core Strategy.

Physical Infrastructure
Approaches to deal with physical
infrastructure provision

The Council is working with the Highways
Agency and other service providers
regarding the impacts of the spatial strategy
options on infrastructure provision. This
research will form part of the evidence base
for the CS.

An evaluation of the transport impacts
should support the spatial strategy

The Council is working with the Highways
Agency & SCC to produce an evidence
base regarding the impacts of the spatial
strategy options on road / highway
infrastructure provision. This research will
form part of the evidence base for the CS.

Additional aspects such as local waste
transfer stations, waste recycling, waste
management facilities, waste water
treatment plants and water abstraction
plants should be addressed.

Some of these aspects have been
addressed in the CS but this section will be
extended to include the mentioned aspects.
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3.

Preferred Options – (Regulation 27) (2008)

3.1

Following the Issues & Options consultation in May 2009, work began almost immediately on
drafting a Preferred Options document. Allowing for slippage in the timetable set out by the
Council in its adopted Local Development Scheme, it was anticipated that this would be made
available for public consultation during the summer of 2010.

3.2

In May 2010 a final draft of the Preferred Options document was presented to Babergh District
Council’s Strategy Committee. Their recommendation was that the document be submitted to
full Council for approval for public consultation. Shortly afterwards, the then newly elected
Coalition Government issued a letter to all Chief Planning Officers signalling their intention to
revoke Regional Spatial Strategies and, with it, regional housing and jobs growth targets.
Given this new direction, the Council decided that it should review and re-focus on planning for
housing and jobs growth across the district. A new draft consultation document (the Growth
Options document) was prepared and presented to the Council’s Strategy Committee at the
end of July 2010. This document was approved by the Strategy Committee at that meeting
and, subsequently, was approved by Full Council when they met at the end of August 2010.
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4.

Growth Options Review Consultation: 1st October – 26th November
2010 (Regulation 25) (2008)

4.1

As noted in Section 3 above, the Government’s decision to revoke Regional Spatial Strategies
meant that BDC had to reconsider certain key aspects of its Core Strategy document - most
notably housing and job growth targets. This new document, entitled ‘Core Strategy: The
Future Growth of Babergh to 2031’, is hereafter referred to as the ‘Growth Options’ document.
Who was consulted?

4.2

Babergh District Council published its ‘Growth Options’ consultation document for public
consultation over an eight week period commencing Friday 1st October 2010 and ending on
Friday 26th November 2010. Over 500 organisations and individuals listed on the Babergh
Development Framework contact database were notified, including all statutory and other
specific consultation bodies as set out in Regulation 25 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Development) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2008, Planning Policy Statement 12
and in Babergh’s SCI, e.g. the Police Authority, Natural England, English Heritage, the Coal
Authority, adjoining Local Authorities, Parish Councils, etc. (See Appendix A for full list).

4.3

In addition, other organisations and community groups that were known to be active within the
district and anyone who had previously contacted the Council and requested that they be kept
informed of progress on the BDF were also notified.
Note: The consultation database is constantly being updated as organisations, companies and
private individuals change their contact details, or ask to be added to or removed from the list.

4.4

The programme for publicising the Growth Options consultation broadly followed that
established at the Issues & Options stage. The Council were particularly keen to seek a
greater input from the districts Town & Parish Councils. Consequently, four workshop events
were organised across the district with the intent of raising awareness of the growth issues
amongst Town & Parish Councillors. The workshops also provided a platform from which they
could take the consultation document back to their own communities and have an informed
debate before submitting a formal response. These workshop events and their outcomes are
explored in more detail later on.

4.5

In summary, some 163 statutory consultees, 38 representatives from various national interest
groups, 156 local interest groups and residents and 192 representatives of the development
industry were invited to comment on the Growth Options document.
Methods of Consultation

4.6

The consultation programme was broadly similar to that followed by the Council at the Issues &
Options stage. The table below describes in more detail what actions were taken:
Engaging Statutory Consultees and others
Statutory Consultees and
Service Providers

A notification letter; which included a copy of the
summary leaflet and details of where to view the full
Growth Options document, was forwarded to all
statutory consultees and service providers on 28th
September 2010.
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BDC has contacted service providers regarding
infrastructure capacities, requirements and future growth
for the district via questionnaires and e-mails, and has
had input from them in the production of key documents
which have informed the production of the Core
Strategy. As such, officers have had several meetings
with service providers to discuss these aspects in more
detail throughout the CS process.
Town & Parish Councils

A letter giving early notification of the consultation
exercise was posted to Town & Parish Councils on 6th
September 2010. A formal notification letter (together
with a copy of the Technical Appendix; Exec Summary
and copies of the Consultation Leaflet) was
subsequently forwarded on 28th September 2010. The
latter included an invite to attend one of the workshop
events.
As a follow up, an e-mail was sent to all Town & Parish
Councils who did not respond to this invitation to ensure
that the opportunity for participation was maximised.
Those Town & Parish Councils who did not participate in
the workshop events were sent a further letter (which
contained an exercise and questionnaire) on the 29th
October 2010

Local Strategic
Partnerships (LSP)

BDC Officers attended several West Suffolk LSP and
Babergh East LSP meetings in 2007, 2008 and 2009 to
ensure sufficient links between the Communities
Strategies and the BDF. In particular, the meetings in
April 2009 discussed community priorities, key issues
and options in the district. The messages received from
this engagement were then considered as part of the
Issues & Options process (including Growth Options).
Both LSP’s were sent a formal consultation letter and
were invited to respond as part of the Growth Options
consultation exercise.

Cross boundary issues

The Council worked with other local authorities in Suffolk
and Essex to ensure the appropriate sharing of
information, the pooling of resources and to identify and
address cross boundary issues.

Public Exhibitions and
Workshops

No public exhibitions or workshops took place but see
elsewhere for details of other methods of consultation
that were carried out (posters, newsletters etc.) and also
details of the Town & Parish Councils Workshops.

Newsletter

The Summer 2010 issue of ‘Babergh Matters’ (which is
circulated free to all households in the district) carried an
article on the Growth Options consultation, giving details
on where to view the document and how to submit
comments.
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Web based publicity

The Babergh DC website carried a news article on its
homepage in September 2010 drawing attention to the
up-coming Growth Options consultation. (See Appendix
C).
A new BDF web-page was created with links to the
Growth Options document, other supporting documents
and the Response Questionnaire. The public were also
invited to submit responses via DP Online (See
Appendix D).
A news article drawing attention the consultation was
also published on the ‘OneSuffolk’ website (see below):

th

(Screen shot taken on 7 October 2010)
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Posters / Leaflets

As part of the early notification process for the Growth
Options consultation, leaflets outlining the key issues
and details on how to get involved were dispatched to
every organisation / individual on the BDF consultation
database. These leaflets were also made available to
view at specified deposit points and at the Town &
Parish Council workshop events.
To help publicise the consultation exercise more widely,
two copies (with more available on request) of a
publication poster were sent to each Town & Parish
Council in Babergh district for display on notice boards
and in other prominent locations. Posters were also
distributed by officers for display at libraries, leisure
centres and village shops etc.

Consultation Letters and
Documents

As indicated previously some 500 letters / e-mails were
sent out to consultees listed on the BDF database. The
letter provided details of where to view the Growth
Options document, how to make a comment and a copy
of the leaflet that would assist the formulation of
comments.

Consultation points

Copies of the Growth Options document (and other
supporting documentation) were made available at
inspection points throughout the district:











Hard to Reach Groups

Sudbury Library and Advice Centre;
Sudbury Tourist Information Centre
Hadleigh Library;
Long Melford Library;
Glemsford Library;
Lavenham Library;
Capel St Mary Library; and
Great Cornard Library.
The three SCC Mobile Libraries serving Babergh;
Babergh District Council Offices (Reception).

Umbrella organisations such as the Equality & Human
Rights Commission and the Gypsy Council were invited
to comment on behalf of ethnic minorities.
A specially prepared consultation letter was sent to all of
Babergh’s High / Upper Schools. This letter aimed to
raise awareness of the CS amongst younger
generations and encourage them to get involved in the
consultation process.
People with disabilities were consulted through the
Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Commission.
The venues chosen to host the Town & Parish Council
Workshops were chosen such that they were suitably
equipped to meet necessary needs.
On request,
consultation material could also have been made
available in Braille or in an audio format.
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Elderly people were consulted through the local
authority, housing association services, and Age
Concern Suffolk.
For people living in remote areas without access to
transportation, consultation could be either carried out
on-line, through the relevant Parish Council, or on
request by the individual or group wishing to be added to
the list of consultees.

Summary of the Main Issues Raised and the Council’s Response
4.7

In total 73 responses were received to the Growth Options consultation. These were split
roughly equally between Statutory Consultees (26 responses / 36%), Companies, Developers
and Agents (23 responses / 31%), and Individuals / Non-statutory Organisations (24 responses
/ 33%). The latter figure includes a collective response from ninety-one East Bergholt
residents.
The majority of respondents focussed their attention on the relative pros and cons of the
identified growth locations, the role of settlements within the proposed hierarchy and the fact
that any growth should be delivered in a sustainable and environmentally sensitive manner.
The table below provides more detail relating to the main points raised against each question
and the Council’s response to this.

4.8

A record of all the responses received to the Growth Options Consultation document can be
accessed via the DP Online portal: http://dpdata.babergh.gov.uk/dpdata/AcolNetCGI.exe

Growth Options Question

Key Issues and BDC Response

Employment Growth
Q1: Should Babergh adopt a
cross-boundary or subregional approach towards
economic development?

Respondents were broadly supportive of this idea. It
was noted that Babergh could not be viewed in
isolation and that its links with the Haven Gateway
area, proximity to Ipswich, the Port of Felixstowe and
the A12/A14 corridor were all good reasons for
continuing this approach. The Submission document
will continue to work on this basis.

Q2: Preference for jobs
growth scenarios.

Broadly speaking, the majority of respondents indicated
a preference for a ‘mid to high economic growth
ambition.’ This would see the district looking to deliver
between 9,700 and 10,500 new jobs over the plan
period. The Submission CS will promote the mid-range
growth option which, subject to further analysis may in
all reality prove to be an ambitious target for Babergh.
As appropriate, it will encourage higher levels of growth
where this is both sustainable and deliverable.

[Four options were set out.
Respondents were asked to
rank these in order of
preference.]
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Growth Options Question

Key Issues and BDC Response

Q3: Are there any other
scenarios / approaches that
are preferable?

Approximately half of the respondents put forward
suggestions for alternative scenarios, or made other
comments. The main reasons for adopting an
alternative approach were; applying a more flexible
approach when setting job targets based on an areas
potential, basing levels of job growth on existing
transport networks and the affordability of providing
additional capacity and, considering the work of
emerging Local Economic Assessments to provide an
economic context for alternative scenarios.
The Submission CS will promote opportunities to
maximise economic growth. This will primarily be
through the development of strategic sites, but will also
support other areas of economic growth and the rural
economy, including tourism opportunities where
appropriate.

Housing Growth
Q4: Preference for housing
growth scenarios.
[A range of housing growth
scenarios were set out.
Respondents were asked to
rank these in order of
preference.]

There was a mixed response to Q4 as not everyone
who expressed a preference ranked all 6 scenarios. Of
those who did express a 1st choice, 50% stated that
they preferred Scenario 2 [Affordable housing needs].
A further 30% said that they preferred one of the three
Scenario 1 options (of which, half opted for Scenario
1B). Of those who expressed a 2nd choice preference,
(53% said that they preferred Scenario 1B.
In addition to these mixed responses, the Submission
CS will also need to take into consideration the
outcomes of the workshop events, Town & Parish
Questionnaires and the current need for the CS to
demonstrate general conformity with the RSS. Having
regard to all these factors, the CS will propose a level
of housing development which seeks to address
housing need, including affordable housing, but is also
of a level that is considered to be deliverable.

Q5: Are there any other
scenarios / approaches that
are preferable?

A number of suggestions were put forward, none of
which appeared to offer any real alternative scenario to
those already considered. Instead, they appeared more
to offer comments on infrastructure capacity,
environmental capacity and general flexibility.
The CS will provide a level of growth that is
sustainable, deliverable and will respect environmental
capacity. It will introduce greater flexibility and will
ensure that all new development will be supported by
appropriate infrastructure as required.
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Growth Options Question

Key Issues and BDC Response

Q6: Do you agree with the
suggested settlement
hierarchy?

The majority of respondents (82%) who directly
answered Q6 said they agreed with the proposed
settlement hierarchy. It was suggested that growth at
KSCs could play an important role in terms of
maintaining current services and encouraging the
development of new services to sustain and enhance
more rural communities. (See also response below).

Q7: Do you agree with the
population threshold for
defining Key Service
Centres?

Two-thirds (64%) of the respondents who directly
answered Q7 said population thresholds should not be
used to define KSCs. Opinions ranged from the
approach being too simplistic to having a two-tier
category whereby KSCs are based on population
thresholds of 1000 & 2000. (See also response below).

Q8: Do you agree with the
other suggested criteria for
defining KSCs?

Approximately two-thirds (61%) of the respondents who
directly answered Q8 said they agreed with the other
suggested criteria for defining KSCs. Attention was
drawn to the apparent arbitrary nature of the criteria
and it was also suggested that the capacity of existing
facilities to cater for larger populations should be taken
into account when indentifying KSCs. (See also
response below)

Q9: Do you agree with the
other villages approach and
criteria?

Approximately three-quarters (72%) of the respondents
who directly answered Q9 said they agreed with the
other villages approach and criteria. Some questioned
the need to have an ‘other village’ category, suggesting
that growth should be encouraged in all rural
settlements where services / facilities can be supported
and encouraged. Attention was also drawn to the role
of broadband as an enabler of growth and better worklife balance. (See also response below.)

Q10: Do you agree with the
other smaller settlements
approach and criteria?

There was a mixed response to Q10 with some
suggesting that a blanket ban on development was less
desirable than smaller settlements being allowed to
grow holistically, especially where this could be seen to
offer real local benefit to the community concerned.
(See also response below).

Q6 - Q10

Taking Q6 to Q10 as a whole it appears that the overall
settlement hierarchy approach was broadly accepted.
However, in response to the mapping exercise and
some of the more detailed comments coming out of the
workshop events, it was felt that the CS going forward
should take a slightly more holistic approach with less
emphasis placed on population thresholds as the
determining factor to identify KSCs / other villages and
settlements and more emphasis placed on the actual
networks that exist between settlements and their
function.
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Growth Options Question

Key Issues and BDC Response

Where should the growth go?
Q11: Should we plan mainly
for larger developments
through urban extensions?

The majority of respondents agreed to the principle that
that we should plan mainly for larger developments
through urban extensions. The Submission CS will
identify new directions for growth as urban extensions.

Q12: Hadleigh – preferred
direction(s) for growth.

Only a few respondents actually commented on the
proposed growth directions around Hadleigh. These
seemed to support growth in one direction only with
reservations expressed about growth to the south and
west due to physical constraints. The majority of
respondents used this question as an opportunity to
promote growth at the other broad locations at Sudbury
and on the Ipswich Fringe. The Submission CS will
provide for some growth around Hadleigh.

Q13: Sudbury & Great
Cornard – preferred
directions for growth.

Of those respondents who express a clear preference,
broad locations 5 & 6 were identified as the most
appropriate areas for growth. Broad locations 4 & 7
were seen to have too many constraints. Once again,
the majority of respondents used this as an opportunity
to promote growth at the other broad locations at
Hadleigh and on the Ipswich Fringe. The Submission
CS will set out proposed growth around Sudbury.

Q14: Ipswich Fringe –
preferred directions for
growth.

Of those who directly answered Q14, there were mixed
opinions as to which of the broad locations was best
suited to accommodate future growth. In accepting that
one or other of these locations may come forward
opinion seemed to be unanimous that this should only
happen if it were accompanied by improvements to the
transport network and that it takes into consideration
the proximity of the Stour & Orwell SPA and the need
for any development to be closely reviewed through the
HRA. The Submission CS will set out proposed growth
at the Ipswich Fringe subject to the outcomes of the
HRA.

Q15: Which of the 9 broad
locations should not be
developed?

There was a mixed response to Q15, with broad
locations 2, 4, 7 & 9 all being mentioned as ‘no’ growth’
areas. At least two respondents stressed the
importance of growth only being deliverable if it comes
forward in a sustainable and feasible manner.

Q16: Are there any
alternative broad locations
for growth?

Of those who responded to Q16, 45% offered an
alternative / other approach. On further analysis,
Brantham appeared to be the only clear alternative
location put forward. The Submission CS will look at the
particular regeneration needs in this area.
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Town & Parish Council Workshops
4.9

As noted above, four workshop events were held across the district. These were specifically
aimed at encouraging debate on the ‘growth issues’ amongst Town & Parish Councillors’. In
total, 90 Councillor’s representing 48 Town & Parish Councils (64% of the district total)
attended the workshops (see map 1 below), together with 19 Elected Members from Babergh
District Council. The workshops were held at:





Brantham Village Hall on Thursday 7th October 2010
Chamberlin Hall, Bildeston on Wednesday 13th October 2010
Pinewood Community Hall on Tuesday 19th October 2010
Acton Village Hall on Thursday 28th October 2010

Map 1: Visual representation: Town & Parish Councils (shaded grey) who attended a 2010 workshop.

4.10

Each workshop was divided into two parts, a mapping exercise and group discussion.
Mapping Exercise: - Each town and parish was asked to identify where they would normally
travel to in order to access a range of key services (primary school, doctors, local convenience
shop, employment and access to public transport). The exercise had the joint objectives of
getting the attendees to think about the wider relationships that exist between settlements and
also to enable us to better understand the relationships that exist between settlements.
Group Discussion: - Attendees were split into groups, each tasked with considering one of
three topic areas - Housing, Employment or Spatial Strategy. To help focus the discussion;
which was facilitated by a Planning Officer and/or Elected Member, a set of prompt questions
had been prepared. Each group was also provided with data sheets containing useful facts
and figures on their topic area. Key discussion points were recorded and each group
presented their findings at the end of the evening.
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4.11

As part of an agreed follow-up procedure, all the comments made were written up and sent out
by e-mail to the attendees the following day. Additional copies of the Growth Options document
and Summary Leaflet were also made available on the night. Each town and parish council
was also given a Consultation Questionnaire. This mirrored the structure of the workshop
discussion and was meant to enable them to promote informed debate within their local
communities before submitting a formal response.

4.12

Because not all councils were able to send a representative to one of the workshop events,
and to ensure that this process was as inclusive as possible, a copy of the mapping exercise
and questionnaire was sent to all town and parish councils who fell into this category. A copy of
the mapping exercise and questionnaire was also sent to a number of parish councils who lie
adjacent to and across the district boundary.

4.13

A document that brings together the comments raised across all four workshops was published
on the Core Strategy Submission Draft web page. On the whole, the majority of attendees
demonstrated a healthy appetite for allowing small level sustainable housing growth to come
forward across the district as a whole. There was also a lot of discussion around the need for
affordable housing (although ‘affordable’ in this sense did not specifically mean subsidised
open-market housing). It was also felt that the right type of housing was necessary – housing
that would enable local residents to remain where they were but still have the flexibility to upsize or down-size as needs dictated. The lack of a high-speed internet service across large
parts of the district was also seen as a major constraint to allowing people to enjoy a better
work-life balance and as a limiting factor in terms of encouraging small scale employment
opportunities in the more rural areas.

4.14

The workshop events proved to be a successful method of engaging with Town and Parish
Councils across the district and were received in a very positive light. Given this, it is
anticipated that a similar general approach will be used as part of the Submission CS
consultation programme. Much of what was discussed at these workshop events will also be
taken forward and used to help inform the content and direction of the Submission Core
Strategy document.
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5.

Core Strategy (2011 - 2031) Submission Draft Consultation:
10th October - 2nd December 2011 (Regulation 27) (2008)
Who was consulted?

5.1

Babergh District Council published its ‘Core Strategy (2011 - 2031) Submission Draft’
document for public consultation over an eight week period commencing Monday 10th October
2011 and ending on Friday 2nd December 2011. This was two weeks more than the statutory
minimum six week consultation period. Over 500 organisations and individuals listed on the
BDF contact database were notified, including all statutory and other specific / general
consultation bodies as set out in Regulation 27 of the Town & Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2008/2009, Planning Policy Statement 12
and in Babergh’s SCI, e.g. the Police Authority, Natural England, English Heritage, adjoining
Local Authorities, Parish Councils, etc. (For a full list please refer to Appendix A).

5.2

In addition, other organisations and community groups that were known to be active within the
district and anyone who had previously contacted the Council and requested that they be kept
informed of progress on the BDF were notified.
Note: The consultation database is constantly being updated as organisations, companies and
private individuals change their contact details, or ask to be added to or removed from the list.

5.3

The programme for publicising the Submission Draft document broadly followed the pattern
established at the Growth Options stage of 2010. As this remains an iterative process,
previous lessons learnt were put into practice. For example, following on from their success in
2010, a repeat of the Town & Parish Council Workshops was scheduled to coincide with the
early part of the consultation period, with participation being broadened out to allow for the
involvement of other interested parties. The workshops and their outcomes are explored in
more detail later on.

5.4

At this Draft Submission stage we particularly needed respondents to indicate clearly whether
they thought that the Core Strategy was ‘sound’, ‘justified’ and ‘legally compliant’ in line with
the requisite tests.

Methods of Consultation
5.5

The following table describes in more detail what methods and actions were taken to engage
organisations and individuals in the consultation process:

Engaging Statutory Consultees and others
Statutory Consultees and
Service Providers

A notification letter was sent to all statutory & nonstatutory consultees and to service providers on the
consultee database in advance of the October 10th start
date. Additionally, the Council maintains an on-going
dialogue with key service providers over issues such
as infrastructure capacity and requirements. Their
input also helped inform the background documents
that form part of the Core Strategy evidence base.
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Town & Parish Councils

An ‘early notification’ letter drawing attention to the upcoming consultation was e-mailed / posted out to all
Town & Parish Councils (via the Parish Clerk) on 6th
September 2011. A second letter, which confirmed the
workshop dates, was sent on 21st September 2011.
A formal notification letter, together with a copy of the
CS document, Summary Leaflet, Response Forms and
Response Guidance Note was sent by post to all Town
& Parish Councils to arrive in time for the start of the
consultation period.

Local Strategic
Partnerships (LSP)

The West Suffolk LSP and Babergh East LSP were
sent an ‘early notification’ letter drawing attention to the
forthcoming consultation on 9th September 2011.

Strategic / Cross-boundary
issues

BDC continues to work with Officers at other LA’s in
Suffolk and Essex to ensure the appropriate sharing of
information, the pooling of resources, and to identify
and address strategic / cross-boundary issues.

Public Exhibitions and
Workshops

No public exhibitions or workshops took place but see
elsewhere for details of other methods of consultation.
Three ‘Information Panels’: showing the Employment
Sectors, Accessing Key Services, and Functional
Cluster maps, were replicated from the document and
put on display adjacent to the Planning Reception desk
at the Council Offices throughout the consultation
period. These panels were also used at the Town &
Parish Council Workshops. A copy of the Summary
Leaflet was placed in the Notice Cabinet outside the
Council HQ Office for publicity / informative purposes.

Newsletter (Newspapers)

Although a draft article was prepared, there were no
issues of ‘Babergh Matters’ published at or around the
time of the consultation period.
A statutory notification advert appeared in the East
Anglian Daily Times on Monday 10th October 2011 (see
further below)
Both the EADT (on 12th October) and the Suffolk Free
Press (on 13th October) carried news articles on
‘Babergh’s blueprint for 2,500 new homes’. Publicly
available records indicate that the two papers have an
average daily circulation of 29,900 and 7,900
respectively. (Note: both newspapers are also available
to view / read on-line.)
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Web based publicity

The Babergh DC website carried two separate news
articles which drew attention to the CS consultation.
The first appeared in August 2011, and referred to a
report that was going to Strategy Committee seeking
approval to go out to consultation. The second article
appeared via a link from the website homepage at the
start of the consultation period (See Appendix E).
A new ‘Submission Draft’ web page went live at the
start of the consultation period. This contained links to
all available consultation material and gave advice on
how to respond, including via the DP Online
Consultation System. (See Appendix F).
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Posters / Leaflets

(See Public Exhibitions and Workshops section above)

Consultation Letters and
Documents

As indicated previously, letters / e-mails were sent to
all consultees listed on the database. These provided
details on how and when the Draft Submission
document would be made available, as well as giving
advice on how to make and submit any representation.

Consultation points

Copies of the Draft Submission document and all
relevant supporting material were made available at
the following Inspection Points throughout the district:









Hard to Reach Groups

Sudbury Library;
Hadleigh Library;
Long Melford Library;
Glemsford Library;
Lavenham Library;
Capel St Mary Library;
The 3 SCC Mobile Libraries serving Babergh;
Babergh District Council Offices (Reception).

In addition to the Town & Parish Councils, workshop
invite letters were also sent to a range of local
businesses,
community groups,
schools
and
representatives from the house building industry.
Umbrella organisations such as the Equality & Human
Rights Commission and the Gypsy Council were
invited to comment on behalf of minority groups.
People with disabilities were consulted through the
Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Commission.
Workshop venues were chosen so that they were as
accessible as possible. On request, the Council stated
that it would make all consultation material available in
other formats, e.g. Braille, audio or other languages.
Elderly people were consulted through the local
authority, housing association services, and Age
Concern Suffolk.
For those living in more remote areas, and without
access to transportation, consultation material could be
accessed online, via the relevant Parish Council, or via
pre-inclusion on the consultee database.

Summary of the Main Issues Raised and the Council’s Response
5.6

In total, 80 respondents submitted comments on the Draft Submission document. These were
split roughly equally between Statutory Consultees (32 respondents / 40%), Companies,
Developers and Agents (25 respondents / 31%) and Individuals and other Non-statutory
organisations (23 respondents / 29%). Further analysis of the representations themselves
(there were 265 in total), revealed that approximately half (56%) came from Developers /
Agents, 25% came from Statutory Consultees, 15% came from Non-Statutory Consultees and
4% came from Members of the Public / Others.
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5.7

All the responses received to the Draft Submission consultation document can be accessed via
the Councils DP Online portal at: http://dpdata.babergh.gov.uk/dpdata/AcolNetCGI.exe

5.8

Respondents were encouraged to use the Response Form published on the CS web page
(and made available in paper format at the workshop events). Many respondents however,
chose not to use these. It was found that Developers, Agents and statutory consultees such
as English Heritage, Environment Agency and Natural England tended to use the Response
Form layout while the remainder; which included most Town & Parish Councils, were more
likely to submit a single response letter expressing a general point of view and/or making
reference to a number of policies or sections within the consultation document. It was also
noted that the latter group were less likely to answer the three basic but important questions
we had asked, i.e. whether the Core Strategy was sound, justified, and legally compliant.
Additionally, only a small number of respondents stated clearly that they wished to appear at
the Examination in Public.

5.9

On the whole, the response to the Submission Draft CS document was considered to be
broadly neutral or generally supportive (although this does not negate the attention given to
where objections were raised and changes requested). The Council received a number of
positive endorsements from key stakeholders including Natural England, the RSPB and
English Heritage. As a general trend, developers / landowners wished to pursue a ‘higher
levels of growth’ approach while others tended to generally favour less growth but with
attention paid to addressing quality, design and local need(s) issues.
The table below provides a summary of the key issues identified by officers while analysing all
representations made and sets out our response as appropriate:
Key Issue

BDC Response

Brantham Regeneration
and its relationship to / with
Core & Hinterland Villages

Numerous representations sought clarity over the position
on development and delivery at Brantham, particularly how
the 1,050 new dwellings that are expected to come forward
between here and the Core & Hinterland Villages will be
split out (Policy CS2).

(Policy CS2, Policy CS6
and paragraph 2.8.4)

Para’ 2.7.1 of the CS states that redevelopment proposals
at Brantham are still at an early stage and that it is not
possible to separate out housing numbers with any
precision or certainty yet. However, in response to the
concerns, we will review how the CS can best provide
clarity, not just for Brantham but also for the other Core &
Hinterland villages and a change was proposed
accordingly.
New Directions of Growth
(Policies CS3, CS4 & CS5
& Key Diagram)

Respondents sought clarity over the extent and location of
the New Direction(s) of Growth (NDoG) at Hadleigh,
Sudbury (North) and the Ipswich Fringe. Some also
questioned whether the CS demonstrated certainty over
their early delivery.
Following the close of consultation, Planning Officers
engaged with the relevant parties with to see if / how the
CS can identify and set out specific site allocations for
these NDoG. To explore these issues further, three ‘mini’
workshops were held during Feb / March 2012.
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Invites were restricted to the relevant Town & Parish
Councils, Babergh Ward Members and Landowners /
Developers / Agents, with additional support being
provided by planning colleagues from Suffolk County
Council and Ipswich Borough Council. The feedback from
these workshops helped officers come to a
recommendation on how best to proceed with these NDoG.
Changes are proposed in response, to define these sites
with outer boundaries, which would meet the requirements
of these representations.
Note: The NDoG identified at Sudbury East was not included in
the above exercise as it is not intended to come forward until
later in the CS plan period. As appropriate, we will engage with
all relevant interests in a similar way at a future date.

Map 4: Accessing Key
Services
Map 5: Functional Clusters
in Babergh

The Ipswich Fringe and
Sproughton / Pinewood

A few respondents (most notably Town & Parish Councils)
expressed concerns over the accuracy of Map 4 and its
use as a basis for identifying the settlement clusters shown
in Map 5. It was further suggested that the links / services
within and between settlements either no longer existed, or
that these had not been fully mapped.
The Council accepts that services and commuting patterns
will change over time but also points out that the map (and
any subsequent interpretation of it) was based on
information provided by local Parish Councillors as part of
the 2010 workshop programme. It is accepted that in
some cases, responses and local input were limited, since
not all parish councils responded, despite repeated efforts
to secure such inputs.
As appropriate, it is suggested that the mapping exercise
could always be re-visited and refined at a future date.
However, the majority of the information on relationships
that it identified was accurate and the overall functional
clusters approach is appropriate, locally responsive and
has not been disputed. We will also review the explanatory
text within Section 2 which discusses the mapping exercise
with a view to further clarifying how the information was
used and interpreted. We will also address any other
outstanding issues re Map 5, such as a village / settlement
appearing in more than one cluster.
In addition to resolving wider-scale issue relating to the
Ipswich Fringe NDoG (see above), there were also some
further concerns expressed over (a) the relationship
between the existing community at Pinewood and any new
growth area and (b) the relationship between the village of
Sproughton; which lies to the west of the A14, and that part
of Sproughton parish which lies east of the A14, adjacent
to the urban edge of Ipswich. These concerns are noted
and it is considered that further clarification on these issues
would be appropriate. These matters will be addressed in
the detailed planning of this development.
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The former Sugar Beet site,
Sproughton

Representatives on behalf of the prospective owners of the
Sproughton Sugar Beet site requested that greater
emphasis be provided in respect of the site’s future role.
The criticism is accepted and we will review the CS to
better define the role of the SBS within the employment
strategy.

Affordable Housing

There was some opposition to the proposed approach on
affordable housing delivery, the key issues being that a
universal target is too rigid and that little regard was being
given to viability issues. There were also some concerns
over the idea of setting individual targets for NDoG and
Core Villages.

(Para’s 3.5.3 - 3.5.6 and
Policies CS15 & CS16)

In accepting parts of these criticisms, Policy CS15 will be
reviewed although it needs to reflect that the onus will be
placed on the developer to evidence any viability issues as
a precursor to agreeing a departure from the 35% target.
Health & Well-being

5.10

The Council received a number of helpful comments and
suggestions from Suffolk County Council across a broad
range of issues, all of which are being considered and
discussed in more detail with SCC. A concern was
expressed about the implications for service delivery as a
result of rural homes growth and whilst this may be
addressed through some measures, this element of the
development strategy needs to remain in place. Among
other matters raised, attention was drawn to the emphasis
being placed on local authorities as enablers for the
delivery of opportunities for promoting Health and Wellbeing. Another point raised was that of the role and
potential for non car based transport provision covering
rural areas. The suggestion was that these issues warrant
a stronger profile in higher level documents such as the
Core Strategy. The point is noted and the relevant policies
/ supporting text in the CS will be updated to reflect this.

We also received a number of proposed relatively minor and detailed amendments to policy
wording and/or supporting text, which we will review alongside the issues identified above and,
in many cases, we put forward as proposed amendments to the CS, particularly where it is felt
that they enhance the document or provide clarity.
Town & Parish Council Workshops

5.11

As noted previously, it was decided to run another series of the Town & Parish Council
Workshop events. Although it was originally intended to run six workshops, only four went
ahead due to a lack of participant interest. The four events that did go ahead were at:
Chamberlin Hall, Bildeston on Wednesday 19th October 2011
Hadleigh Guildhall on Monday 31st October 2011
Acton Village Hall on Thursday 3rd November 2011
Suffolk One (Pinewood), Ipswich on Tuesday 8th November 2011
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5.12

The timing of the events was planned for the early part of the consultation period. The
intention behind this was to help participants to understand what was being proposed, to ask
questions where necessary or helpful to them, and thereby to assist the public in forming their
responses to the public consultation exercise. Town & Parish Clerks were notified early and
contacted on a number of occasions regarding our intention to run these workshops. In
addition to seeking representatives from the Town & Parish Councils, we also extended an
invitation to them to nominate up to three other individuals / organisations who they felt play a
key role within their local community.

5.13

In total, 70 Councillors representing 36 Town & Parish Councils (47% of the district total)
attended the workshops (see Map 2), together with 12 Elected Babergh Members and 17
representatives from other community groups, local businesses etc. The actual number of
T&P Councils represented was less than in 2010, although there appeared to be no obvious
reason or explanation for this. On a positive note, it was good to see a range of other
interested parties represented, including local architects, landowners, businesses, 2 Primary
Schools and a representative from the Suffolk Pensioners Association.

Map 2: Visual representation: Town & Parish Councils (shaded grey) who attended a 2011 workshop.

5.14

The workshop format followed a similar pattern to that used in 2010. Following a brief
introductory session, attendees were invited to work together in groups to discuss one or more
of four topic areas: Settlement Policy, Growth Strategy, Sustainable Development, and
Implementation & Infrastructure Planning. At the end of the evening there was a general
feedback session and a final opportunity for questions and answers.

5.15

As part of the agreed follow-up procedure, a summary document which pulled together
feedback from all four workshops was published on the Babergh Core Strategy Submission
Draft web page. An e-mail was sent to all Town & Parish Clerks on the 23rd November 2011 to
notify them of its availability:
http://www.babergh.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-policy/local-developmentframework/core-strategy-and-policies-dpd/core-strategy-2011-2031-submission-draft/
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6

Proposed Main Modifications to Core Strategy (2011-2031)
Submission Draft document: 9th July 2012 – 24th August 2012 (Reg.s
18/20, 2012 reg.s)
Who was consulted?

6.1

Babergh District Council published its ‘Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications’ to the Core
Strategy (2011 - 2031) Submission Draft’ document for public consultation over a seven week
period commencing Monday 9th July 2012 and ending at 4:00pm on Friday 24th August 2012.
All of the organisations and individuals listed on the BDF consultee database were notified
ahead of the start of the consultation, including all statutory and other specific / general
consultation bodies as set out in Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 and in Babergh’s SCI, e.g. the Police Authority, Natural
England, English Heritage, adjoining Local Authorities, Parish Councils, etc. (For a full list
please refer to Appendix A).

6.2

In addition, other organisations and community groups known to be active within the district,
and anyone who had previously contacted the Council and requested that they be kept
informed of progress on the BDF were notified.
Note: The consultation database is constantly being updated as organisations, companies and
private individuals change their contact details, or ask to be added to or removed from the list.

6.3

The publication and consultation programme repeated previous rounds, the exception being
that there was no repeat of the Town & Parish Council Workshops.

6.4

At this stage we asked respondents to indicate clearly which Proposed Main Modification(s)
they were commenting on and whether they thought that this modification was ‘sound’,
‘justified’ and ‘legally compliant’ in line with the requisite tests.
Methods of Consultation

6.5

The following table describes in more detail what methods and actions were taken to engage
organisations and individuals in the consultation process:
Engaging Statutory Consultees and others
Statutory Consultees and
Service Providers

A notification letter was sent out by post / e-mail to all
Statutory and Non-statutory consultees, service providers
and other interested parties on our consultee database in
advance of the July 9th start date. The Council also
maintains on-going dialogue with key service providers
over issues such as infrastructure capacity and
requirements and their input continues to inform the
background documents which form part of the Core
Strategy evidence base.

Town & Parish Councils

An ‘early notification’ letter drawing attention to the upcoming consultation was sent out by post / e-mail to all
Town & Parish Councils (via Parish Clerks) on Friday 22nd
June 2012.
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A formal notification letter, with a copy of the Schedule of
Proposed Main Modifications document, Response Forms
and the Response Form Guidance Notes were posted to all
Town & Parish Councils week ending 6th July 2012.
Local Strategic
Partnerships (LSP)

A formal notification letter was sent to the West Suffolk LSP
on 5th July 2012.
(Note: Babergh East LSP closed in early 2012).

Strategic / Cross-boundary
issues

BDC continues to work with Officers at other LA’s in Suffolk
and Essex to ensure the appropriate sharing of information,
the pooling of resources, and to identify and address
strategic / cross-boundary issues.

Public Exhibitions and
Workshops

No public exhibitions or workshops took place but see
elsewhere for details of other methods of consultation.

Newsletter (Newspapers)

The Suffolk Free Press (Thurs 28th June 2012) carried a
Sudbury/Great Cornard related news article that referenced
the up-coming consultation and the East Anglian Daily
Times (Wed 11th July 2012) carried an article entitled
“Consultation on ‘jobs-lead’ plan”.
Publicly available records indicate that the two papers have
average circulations of 7,900 and 29,900 and respectively.
Both newspapers are also available to view / read on-line.

Web based (and other)
publicity

The current and the new draft Babergh DC web sites
carried news articles on their respective homepages which
drew attention to this latest consultation. The Councils
Twitter and Facebook accounts were also used to help
publicise the event. (See Appendix G)
The existing ‘Core Strategy Submission Draft’ web page
was updated on a number of occasions in the months prior
to consultation to reflect developments via the Council
Committee process. A new ‘Main Mods’ web page went
live at the start of the consultation period (see Appendix H).
This contained links to all available consultation material
and gave advice on how to respond, including via the DP
Online Consultation System.

Posters / Leaflets

(See Public Exhibitions section above)

Consultation Letters and
Documents

As indicated previously, letters / e-mails were sent to all
consultees listed on the database. These provided details
as to how, where and when the Proposed Modifications
documents would be made available - as well as giving
advice on how to make and submit any representation.
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Consultation points

Copies of the ‘Proposed Main Mods’ document, the SA
Addendum and other relevant material were made
available at the following Inspection Points throughout the
district:
Capel St Mary Library; Glemsford Library; Hadleigh Library;
Lavenham Library; Long Melford Library; Sudbury Library;
the 3 SCC Mobile Libraries serving Babergh, and at the
main reception desk at the Babergh DC Offices, Corks
Lane, Hadleigh.

Hard to Reach Groups

Umbrella organisations such as the Equality & Human
Rights Commission and the Gypsy Council were invited to
comment on behalf of minority groups.
People with
disabilities were consulted through the Disabled Persons
Transport Advisory Commission. On request, the Council
stated that it would make all consultation material available
in other formats, e.g. braille, audio or other languages.
Elderly people were consulted through the local authority,
housing association services, and Age UK Suffolk.
For those living in more remote areas, and without access
to transportation, consultation material could be accessed
online or via the mobile library services (where
appropriate). It was also anticipated that individual Parish
Councils would use their own local connections to bring this
consultation to people’s attention.

Summary of the Main Issues
6.6

In total 68 consultee’s submitted representations against one or more of the proposed main
modification. These can be further separated out as follows:
Statutory Consultees

(12 respondents / 18%)

Developers / Agents

(11 respondents / 16%)

Town & Parish Councils

(16 respondents / 23%)

Members of Public & other Non-statutory Organisations

(29 respondents / 43%)

Further analysis of the representations themselves (there were 206 in total) showed that
approximately half of these were submitted by Statutory Consultees or by Developers / Agents:
Statutory Consultees

(49 representations / 24%)

Developers / Agents

(51 representations / 25%)

Town & Parish Councils

(31 representations / 15%)

Members of Public & other Non-statutory Organisations

(75 representations / 36%)

This is perhaps not all that unsurprising, given that consultees from these two categories are
more likely to submit a range of comments that cover several policies / modifications whereas,
many Town & Parish Councils and the majority of Members of the Public tended to focus their
attention in on a specific policy / modification that is of direct relevance to them.
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6.7

Of the 206 representations made, 145 (70%) were recorded as raising objections to a policy
and/or its supporting text. The remaining 61 representations (30%) were split roughly equally
between comments made in support (29) and those which were neutral either way (32).

6.8

In the table below we have grouped the proposed main modifications together and provide a
summary of the key issues identified in each case. At this stage, it is not considered
appropriate to comment specifically on any of the points referred to. The 2011 Draft
Submission document, the 2012 Proposed Main and Minor Modifications documents, and
copies of all the representations received will be submitted to the appointed Inspector for their
consideration. It is further expected that some or all of the issues identified below will be
discussed in more detail during the Examination in Public process.
Note: All of the representations made can be read in full via the Councils DP Online portal at:
http://dpdata.babergh.gov.uk/dpdata/AcolNetCGI.exe
Summary of Key Issues
Main Mod 1

(New paragraph 1.8 & new Policy CS0)
Several suggestions that the policy should also refer to aspects such as
sustainable solutions; needs and priorities of local communities, and a
reduction in lifestyle carbon generation.

Main Mods
2, 3, 4 & 5

Settlement Pattern and Strategy for Growth & Development (Policies
CS1 & CS2)
Some concerns expressed over the reliance on windfall figures and on
delivery at large / complicated sites. Also suggested that an insufficient 5year land supply has been demonstrated (need to provide for 20% NPPF
buffer) and, as a result, higher housing figures were suggested.
Mixed views on housing distribution. Some felt that growth should be
focussed on towns (or Towns & Core Villages), while others said that
targets in Core (and Hinterland) Villages are excessive.
A few respondents objected to the classification of Brantham, Bures St
Mary & East Bergholt. Some felt that the uncertainty over housing delivery
at Brantham was unhelpful. It was also suggested that the reference to
Brantham in CS1 as a key regeneration opportunity should re-instated.
Respondents questioned the protection of key employment sites in the
Core Strategy and considered this to be unjustified.
Other points noted included: considering local views in the decision
making; deleting the reference to ‘further site allocations to meet targets’ in
Policy CS2; defining proven ‘local housing need’; consideration of
constraints and demands on infrastructure, and postponing site allocations
to future LDF documents is inappropriate.

Main Mods
6, 7 & 8

Strategy for Sudbury / Great Cornard (Policies CS3 & Map A)
There was some opposition to the extension at Chilton over and above
existing allocation. Several respondents indicated that significant
improvements should be made to local infrastructure to accommodate this
expansion.
Chilton Parish Council and some local residents suggested that local
communities should have a greater say in the decision making processes.
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More detail was sought in the policy about phasing and delivery of
infrastructure; sustainability principles, and reducing pollution arising from
traffic. Also, suggested need for travel plan and archaeological evaluation.
Some respondents requested more flexibility regarding the location of a
waste transfer site, land uses to be accommodated within the commercial
area and mitigate health care impacts.
Main Mod 9

Strategy for Sudbury East (Policy CS3a)
Several respondents expressed concerns over lack of information about
the broad location, about phasing & delivery and infrastructure provision. A
transport impact assessment and a list of future DPDs that will deliver the
strategy asked for and a firmer commitment to Neighbourhood Plan(s).
Also suggested that the policy should be more flexible to allow for the
mitigation of health care impacts.

Main Mods
10, 11 & 12

Strategy for Hadleigh (Policy CS4 & Map B)
Several representations objected to either the employment element or the
strategic allocation as a whole. Others requested more detail about a travel
plan, archaeological evaluation and the principles of sustainable
development. Flexibility was sought to allow for mitigation of health care
impacts.
One representation suggested there was an over-reliance on the existing
commitment [2006 Local Plan, HS15 / EM03] and that this threatens the
implementation of the proposed new expansion.
One representation referred to the need to include the foodstore allocation
at Brett Works [2006 Local Plan, HD01 refers] in the policy.

Main Mods
13, 14 & 15

Strategy for Babergh’s Ipswich Fringe (Policy CS5 & Map C)
Several objections to this allocation on various grounds. Some felt the site
use should be restricted to housing, community and [B1] business uses.
Others sought more detail about infrastructure requirements or said there
is a need for an archaeology assessment, biodiversity plan and traffic
impact assessment.
Several respondents expressed concerns about infrastructure provision,
transport issues, pollution, residential amenity and integration /
coalescence with nearby settlements.
One responded requested some flexibility regarding the amount of
employment land allowed as part of the allocation and Ipswich Borough
Council requested confirmation that cross-boundary arrangements will be
entered into for CIL payments.

Main Mods
16, 17 & 18

Sproughton Strategic Employment Site (CS5a & Map D)
Several respondents objected to the long-term protection of this site as an
employment allocation.
Some concern were expressed about the use of this site for heavy
industrial purposes, waste disposal and/or port related activities - as this
will have a negative impact on residential amenity, the natural
environment, and will lead to few job opportunities. Local views should also
be taken into account.
One representation sought clarity that ‘higher value commercial uses’ do
not include town centre uses such as leisure and retail.
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Main Mods
19, 20 & 21

Wherstead Park Strategic Employment Allocation (CS5b & Map E)

Main Mods
22 & 23

Brantham Regeneration Area Allocation (CS6a & Map F)
More detail requested in this policy about deliverability, viability and
suitability of the site for residential use, the implications of this site on wider
housing targets, infrastructure, principles of sustainable development /
travel; the archaeological significance of site; the need for an Appropriate
Assessment, conformity with the AONB Management Plan and the need to
satisfy Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations.
One representation indicated that flexibility needs to be incorporated in the
policy to enable viable development proposals to come forward. Another
comment indicated that the land south of the railway line should be
considered as part of the wider regeneration proposals.

Main Mod 24

Core and Hinterland Villages (Policy CS6)

More detail was sought regarding conformity to the AONB Management
Plan and a commitment to the principles of sustainable development. A full
archaeological evaluation was also suggested.

Several representations suggested references in the policy to the principles
of sustainable development; a cross reference to Policy CS17 and the
regeneration opportunity at Brantham. Some concerns expressed over the
reliance on the site allocations process and that this could result in delays
in housing delivery.
Main Mod 25

Renewable / Low Carbon Energy (Policy CS8)
Representations requested clarity regarding the 10% reduction in carbon
emissions and the base date for implementing this. It was also suggested
that the policy should include references to “where viability allows”. Some
concern was expressed about the impact of low carbon development on
the health and welfare of communities.

Main Mod 26

Sustainable Development (Policy CS10)
More detail/ amendments requested about when a Development Brief/
Masterplan will be required, preventing adverse impacts on residents; the
protection of heritage assets and local green spaces, addressing flood risk,
land contamination, water quality and ecology, energy demand, AQMAs
and sustainability of smaller rural communities.

Main Mod 27

Town, Village and Local Centres (Policy CS11)
Concern expressed over detail regarding location of and justification for
figure of 11,000 sqm of comparison retail in Sudbury.

Main Mods
28 & 29

Local Economic Strategy: Spatial Implications
Concern expressed over reasoning/ evidence provided to support the
identification of the four industry sectors as being major employers in the
district. Some respondents indicated that Logistics/ Warehousing &
Distribution uses should be located adjacent to trunk-roads and away from
residential/ educational amenities, designated heritage assets and areas of
nature conservation.
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Main Mod 30

Mix & Type of Dwellings (Policy CS14)
More detail requested about future provision of Gypsy & Traveller sites.
Concern expressed about the justification of the amount / requirements at
Chilton Woods. Clarity sought whether identified traveller need refers to
Babergh only or to the Ipswich Policy Area.
Other comments include the request that reference be made in the policy
that all residential development must comply with other plan policies,
particularly CS10 & CS17, and that provision should be made for ‘selfbuild’ at allocated sites.

Main Mods
31 & 32

Affordable Housing (Policy CS15)
Clarity sought regarding purpose of SPD. Concern expressed that the
policy fails the tests of CIL Regulations as individual developments are
requested to meet district wide needs rather than local needs.

Response to Representations
6.9

Many of the changes (modifications) had been made in response to earlier representations and
this shows how those earlier representations were taken into account. Babergh Council
Committee paper M39, 14 & 19 June 2012) set out the position on changes to the spatial
residential development strategy and refinement of the earlier broad strategic development
locations in particular, as well as those in response to other representations and other changes
arising from the NPPF. Paper M39 covers these changes (see link below) as well as section 5
of this document:
http://bdcdocuments.onesuffolk.net/assets/Uploads/Committees/Committee-Reports/Reports2012-13/M039.pdf

6.10

The representations submitted at this latest (modifications) stage were reviewed and
considered carefully. Although the Council considered that there appeared to be merit in
discussing or negotiating on some representations, with apparent potential for their resolution,
these did not clearly warrant any further changes, particularly substantive revisions. The
Council was satisfied that the Plan as prepared is sound and that it should be submitted for
examination in order to proceed towards adoption. Should any of these representations or
subsequent new information indicate a need for any further changes, the examination process
(and its lead-up) would provide the means to consider the merits of these.
Comments on Minor Modifications

6.11

Although not open to consultation, the Council also received a few comments relating
specifically to the published list of Minor Modifications. For completeness, we include a
summary of these below:
Minor Mod 2: Could helpfully include a more specific reference to the sewer network, wastewater treatment works and the Water Framework Directive.
Minor Mod 3: The definition of how and why Core Villages are identified is accepted, but must
not prevent growth in relation to suitable and sustainable locations in and around Core
Villages.
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Appendix A: List of Consultees
Statutory Consultees:
Town & Parish Councils within Babergh
Local Authorities, Town & Parish Councils adjoining the Babergh District
Central Suffolk, Ipswich, Suffolk & West Suffolk Health PCT’s / E of E Strategic Health Authority
Anglian Water
Babergh East Local Strategic Partnership (Note: Ceased to exist mid 2012)
British Telecom
County Director of Education
Defra
Department for Transport
Department of Trade & Industry
EDF Energy
EEDA (EEDA closed with effect from April 2012)
EERA (EERA was dissolved on 31st March 2010)
East Suffolk Health Services
Energy Saving Trust
English Heritage
Environment Agency
E-On
Go-East (Go-East closed on 31st March 2011)
Highways Agency
Home Builders Federation
Marine Management Organisation (Added as a Statutory Consultee July 2012)
National Grid
Natural England
Network Rail
New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership (Added as a Statutory Consultee April 2012)
Office of Government Commerce
Suffolk Constabulary
Suffolk County Council
The Coal Authority1
West Suffolk Hospital NHS Trust
West Suffolk Local Strategic Partnership
Others:
Village Societies & Residents Groups
House-builders & Developers
Schools
Sports / Recreation Clubs
The Gypsy Council
Business & Commerce
Individuals and Organisations wishing to be notified of future changes
Local Agents
Conservation and Environmental Groups
Planning Consultants / Chartered Surveyors

1

Note: In January 2012, The Coal Authority issued a standing response to all non coalfield bearing local authorities stating
that it was no longer necessary to consult with them on emerging planning policy documents.
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Appendix B: Example of letter sent to consultees notifying them of the up-coming
Issues & Options consultation (April 2009)
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Appendix C: Babergh News – ‘Growth Options’ Consultation
(Screenshot of Babergh DC web site taken in September 2010)
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Appendix D: Growth Options Consultation web page (October 2010)
(Note: Screenshot of Babergh DC web site taken in Dec 2010 showing additional text added to draw attention to
the fact that consultation had closed)
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Appendix E: Copy of Babergh News item published at start of
Submission Draft consultation period
(Screenshot of the Babergh DC web site in October 2011)
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Appendix F: Copy of Core Strategy (2011-2031) Submission Draft webpage
(Note: Screenshot of Babergh DC web site taken in Dec 2011 to show additional text added at top of page to
draw attention to the fact that consultation had closed.)
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Appendix G: Proposed Modifications consultation –
Screen shots of the ‘new’ Babergh DC website (top) and Babergh DC Twitter.com webpage (bottom)
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Appendix H: Proposed Modifications Consultation web page
th

(Screenshot of Babergh DC web site taken on 12 July 2012 – at the start of the consultation period)
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This document was produced by:
Planning Policy Team
Babergh District Council
Corks Lane
Hadleigh
Suffolk
IP7 6SJ
Tel: (01473) 826678
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Appendix B

Babergh (new) Local Plan
Programme and Timetable for Babergh Core Strategy
& Policies (2011 – 2031)
(Babergh ‘Local Development Scheme’ - LDS)

Interim Update (of full Babergh LDS of 2007 Babergh Core Strategy & Policies only)

September 2012

Please note that this is a pre-Committee draft version and as such has no formally approved
status. It is provided for informative purposes only and represents the latest, anticipated position
on the overall new Local Plan programme (and Core Strategy in particular) and anticipated
timetables. This interim LDS revision is expected to receive formal consideration by Babergh
Council in October 2012.

1.

EXPLANATORY INFORMATION
The Local Development Scheme (LDS)

1.1

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act ‘The Act’ became law in September 2004. It
introduced a new system of Development Plans. Under this a range of new requirements
included moving to the preparation of ‘Local Development Frameworks’ (LDFs).
Subsequent Acts of Parliament and associated revisions of their enacting regulations have
taken place since then, with The Act being partly superseded by the Localism Act 2011 and
the latest Local Planning regulations having been introduced in April 2012. These have
changed much of the terminology used, which now reverts to the former term of ‘Local
Plans’, instead of LDFs, for most practical intents and purposes.

1.2

The Act requires that all Local Planning Authorities publish a ‘Local Development Scheme’
(LDS). This is no longer required to be submitted to the Secretary of State. The LDS sets
out the authority’s intentions regarding the preparation of documents within its Local Plan
over a three-year minimum period. When each version of the LDS is finalised it will be
made available on the Council’s website via http://www.babergh.gov.uk/babergh/ldf. The
most recent full LDS for Babergh was updated and issued in July 2007.

1.3

This interim LDS sets out Babergh District Council’s intentions regarding only the
preparation of its most immediate and highest priority Local Plan document – the Core
Strategy, over the period up to early / mid 2013, when it is expected to finally be formally
adopted and rolled out.

2.

CURRENT INTERIM PROGRAMME AND FUTURE PLANS

2.1

Circumstances have changed considerably since 2007. These include close joint working
and co-operation between Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils. These remain 2
distinct sovereign authorities but are well advanced in the process of establishing a single
staff structure to serve both councils. Consequently, it appears likely that current and future
resource levels and demands will serve to drive the 2 councils increasingly towards the
production of co-ordinated (as a minimum) and/or joint planning documents in future,
although no formal decisions have been taken yet in this regard and none are pre-empted
within this LDS update.
This process of closer alignment or integration (of new planning documents) will start taking
effect following completion of the Babergh Core Strategy, Mid Suffolk Core Strategy
focused review (2012) and Stowmarket Area Action Plan. These further reaching matters
will be explored in the interim and will require translation into a new combined LDS for the 2
districts for the future. That LDS will set out the programme for preparation of all planning
documents for the 2 districts after their first Core Strategies have been finalised and
adopted.

2.2

As circumstances currently stand, it is anticipated that the most important document(s) to
be prioritised next will deal with new policies for development management and for site
specific allocations, land designations, boundaries and similar matters. The importance of
covering these matters in new planning document(s) in a timely way is recognised,
including responding to many landowner/developer requests for sites to be allocated.
These are often expedited through ‘calls for sites’, ‘land bid’ processes etc.

1

Accordingly, the new combined LDS will prioritise the effective programming of new Plan
document(s) to deliver these documents. Work on a comprehensive, new, combined LDS
will commence in Autumn 2012, when a combined Planning Policy service for the 2
councils will be established. It is not possible to provide an up-to-date programme for site
specific allocations (or other site specific matters) at this point in time.

3.

STATUS / ROLE OF THE CORE STRATEGY (& POLICIES)

3.1

The Core Strategy is known as a Local Development Document (or Development Plan
Document) and it has status as a primary planning document. The Core Strategy contains
the vision, strategic objectives, spatial strategy, policies to deliver these and monitoring
framework for the plan area. In Babergh’s case the Core Strategy will not include the more
detailed and specific development management policies, as these can and will be in a
separate document specifically for this purpose. The core strategy should look ahead over
a minimum fifteen-year period from its anticipated date of adoption.

4.

TRANSITION AND REPLACEMENT OF OLD (2006) LOCAL PLAN POLICIES

4.1

The adopted Local Plan for Babergh remains the Babergh Local Plan (2nd Alteration) of
2006. Around 2/3 of the (approximately 200) policies of this were formally ‘saved’ in mid
2009 and therefore generally remain in force. Meanwhile the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) has been introduced (since March 2012). NPPF Appendix 1 covers its
implementation arrangements and states that the currency of the 2006 Local Plan policies
hinges on their degree of consistency with the new NPPF. In the Council’s view, there is
limited clear conflict overall, so most policies are expected to remain extant until replaced
by new Development Plan policies.

4.2

The Core Strategy is anticipated to immediately replace 29 of these (just over 20%) – as
set out in Core Strategy Appendix 1. Whilst there remains a commitment to reduce the
number and volume of future planning policies very substantially, the afore-mentioned
document(s) dealing with development management policies and site specific allocations /
matters will complete the replacement of all (or vast majority) of remaining 2006 Local Plan
policies.

5.

RESOURCES AND RISK ASSESSMENT

5.1

This programme has been prepared in line with the current level of (Planning Policy and
supportive) staff resources available to Babergh District Council and is considered to be
achievable with this resource level. However, there are some unknown factors, the current
dedicated team is extremely small, and it is therefore recognised that there will be
challenges at the most pressured stages which could cause risks of delays. Resourcing is
therefore currently under review with specific regard to ensuring resilience and provision for
contingencies and management of identified risks. Contingency measures include the
possible use of external Planning staff on a ‘task and finish’ basis to cover particular areas
of the external examination in particular.

5.2

Management of political risks will need to employ measures of substantial local member
briefings, discussions and participation in agreeing future directions to promote as full an
understanding and consensus as possible.
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6.

PROFILE & TIMETABLE OF CORE STRATEGY & POLICIES

Title

Core Strategy & Policies (and Proposals Map)

Subject

Will provide the vision for the development of Babergh in the period until
2031 and will set out the key policies for its delivery / implementation (and
against which planning applications will be assessed)

Status

Local Development Document (with Development Plan Status) /
Development Plan Document

Area

All of Babergh

Joint Document

No

Conformity With

National planning policy - NPPF; Regional Spatial Strategy 2008
(anticipated to be revoked prior to Core Strategy adoption)

Who to Prepare

Babergh District Council

TIMETABLE
Stage

Activity

Timetable

Pre-Production

Evidence Gathering

March – Nov / Dec 2007

Pre-submission consultation /
Commencement of document preparation
(including Issues & Options consultation)

Dec 2007 – March 2008

Issues & Options consultation

April – May 2008

Consideration of comments

June – Aug 2008

Preparation for Preferred Options
consultation

Sept 2008 – Jan 2009

Preferred Options consultation

Feb – March 2009

Consideration of comments

April – June 2009

Preparation of LDD

April – Aug 2009

Babergh DC to agree LDD

Sept 2009

Preparation for Main Modifications
consultation

Late June 2012 – early July
2012

Main Modifications consultation

July – late August 2012

Consideration of comments

Late Aug – end Sept 2012

Formal BDC Consideration of Responses
and Decision on DPD Submission

October 2012

Submission of LDD to the Secretary of State

Mid Nov 2012

Pre-hearing meeting (PHM) / Inspector’s
Exploratory Meeting – if required

Mid January 2013 (approx.)

Independent examination hearing

End February – Early March

Production

Examination
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Activity

Stage

Adoption

Timetable
2013 (approx.) – if PHM
held
End January – mid
February (approx.) – if no
PHM held

Inspector Reporting period

Late March (approx.
commencing – if PHM held)
Late February (approx.
commencing – if no PHM
held)

Receive Inspector’s Report (and LPA factual
check)

Late May 2013 (approx. if
PHM held)
Late April 2013 (approx. if
no PHM held)

Final Inspector’s Report (received by LPA)

Mid June 2013 (approx. if
PHM held)
Mid May 2013 approx. (if no
PHM held)

BDC Formal; consideration of Inspector’s
Report / Adopt LDD

July 2013 (approx. if PHM
held)
June 2013 (approx. if no
PHM held)

Post adoption procedures, rollout & publicity

August – September 2013
(approx. if PHM held)
July-August 2013 (approx. if
no PHM held)

Note: Programme after submission stage follows typical timescales suggested in Local Development
nd
Frameworks Examining Development Plan Documents: Procedure Guidance August 2009 (2 Edition).
Important Note: All timings following submission stage can only be estimated approximately and actual
timings will depend on a range of variable factors. Accordingly, these dates should not be treated as any
kind of definitive schedule.
NB Stages shaded in grey above show earlier LDS timetable of 2007. Those stages unshaded show actual
progress following various delays (due in particular to original RSS revocation and its effective reinstatement,
plus Babergh’s own Growth Review exercise (all 2010) and the introduction of the NPPF (2012)).

7.

MONITORING AND REVIEW

7.1

Monitoring will be done annually via the analysis carried out for the annual monitoring
report process. This will, where possible, commence prior to adoption of document.
Annual Monitoring Report scheduled for submission in December each year. Date for
review of Core Strategy will depend on results of monitoring showing effectiveness of
policies and their implementation. Consideration will also be given to any substantial
changes to national policy or local circumstances that may trigger a review. However,
given the strategic nature of this planning document, it needs to plan for, and have
sufficient time to deliver, the high-level core planning strategy and objectives for the district.
The vision itself therefore seems less likely to change in the short-term than potential
revisions to the form of the core policies developed to deliver it (if implementation problems
are identified or these are found not to be achieving their planned outcomes).
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